
2868 PERSHING STREET

HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020

(305) 891-7580

sales@newel.com | NEWEL.COM

INVENTORY # 

REC5371 $20,875.00SALE PRICE

KARL SPRINGER

Karl Springer Contemporary American Interlocking Parchment / Goatskin "Atlas" Low / Coffee Table

Contemporary American "Atlas" monumental low table comprised of two movable overlapping pieces, one 

finished in black free form goatskin / parchment, the other in a textured gray, stretched over wooden forms and 

finished in a high sheen lacquer. (KARL SPRINGER) (Can be customized in size and color selection)

DIMENSIONS W:60”D:36”H:18”

CONDITION Excellent

LOCATION Florida

SKU : #REC5371

tel:3058917580
mailto:sales@newel.com
https://newel.com
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